
Empathy & Performance Resource Pack 
 
Schedule for the workshop 

● What is empathy and how does it relate to performance 

● Act out a monologue 

● Discover who our character is 

● Character visualization 

● Re visit monologue 

● Reflect on the process and outcome 

● Empathy speech 

 
Monologue:  
Here I wait. I can do nothing now, but plan my journey back to my 

home. They are hunting me - men who want to ruin my plans! They don’t 

know how powerful I am! If only I were home, I am so weak and alone 

here that I have to run from them. I still control her though. I have 

stolen her blood! She will be mine forever! 

 

Questions about the monologue  
1. What is your very first impression of the 

monologue? 

2. What are your immediate questions?  

3. What are the possible answers to your questions? 

4. Make a list of anything that is presented as a 

fact. Eg: Dracula is far away from his home 

5. Where is this happening while he is speaking? 

6. What happened right before this? 

7. Is the character speaking to someone specific or 

not?  

8. What does the character want?  

9. Who is the woman you speak about? 

10. How do you feel about this woman? 

11. Is there anything you find out from what is NOT 

being said?  

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

__ 

 

Extras 
 

The original monologue: 



Here I wait, in this damp carriage. I can do nothing now, but plan my 

journey back to my homeland, for I am now hunted - by men who are 

determined to frustrate my designs. I...Count Dracula...hunted! My 

ancestors hiss at their ignorance of my power, but in a country that 

is not my own, I am weakened. But now they pursue me and I run from 

them like a coward. She will do my bidding; come to my beckoning call 

and they will never be able to bring her back. You see, I've stolen 

her sweet blood and they can do nothing to subvert my cause. She will 

be my flesh and blood, my kin. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________

_ 
 
The original script of the film Dracula by Bram Stoker 
http://www.horrorlair.com/scripts/dracula_bram_stoker.html 

 

The Bram Stoker book is available for sale on Amazon 
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Dracula-Bram-Stoker/dp/1503261387 

_____________________________________________________________________

_ 

Character guide  
You may be able to answer some of these questions based on what you know about your 
character or what you have read in the script. Anything you don’t have evidence for, you can 
use your imagination. There are no wrong answers and you don’t have to answer or think about 
all of these points. This is here as a guide to help you shape your character and find motivations 
for their actions.  
 
Basic Information 

Date when the story takes place : 

Style of the play/film : 

Role you are playing : 

Character’s name : 

Character’s nickname : 

Hoe is the character like you? : 

How is the character different to you? : 

 

Physical Traits 

Approximate age : 

Height/body type/complexion : 

How does the character walk/move/stand? : 

Ethnic and cultural background : 

Energy level/fitness/strength : 

Voice - tone/style/speed/accent: 

http://www.horrorlair.com/scripts/dracula_bram_stoker.html
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Dracula-Bram-Stoker/dp/1503261387


Breathing patterns (Heavy? Light? Fast? Calm?) : 

Sleeping habits: 

Physical problems/struggles: 

 
Personal Life and Beliefs 

Where does the character live? : 

Status in society: 

Education: 

Religion/beliefs:  

Job/reputation: 

Level of success (achievements/failures): 

Family : 

Relationship with family (parents/siblings) : 

Romantic relationships : 

Hobbies/Interests/sports/travel/favourite food : 

 

Personality and Psychology  

Needs/desires : 

Strengths: 

Weaknesses : 

Flaws/contradictions : 

Aggressive or Passive : 

Selfish or generous : 

Violent/criminal/heroic  : 

Depressed/joyful/psychotic : 

Prefers indoors or outdoors : 

Social or antisocial : 

Sense of humour/serious : 

Shy/confident/flamboyant : 

Curious/imaginative/creative : 

Leader/follower : 

Overcomes obstacles : 

Bully : 

Risk taker : 

Gossiper/secretive : 

Loyal : 

Warm/kind/loving : 

Greatest shame : 

Darkest secret : 

Vulnerabilities : 

Nostalgic : 

What challenges and struggles are being faced and why? : 

 



Historical Period 

Period in history : 

Cultural rituals of the time and place : 

Style of language : 

Style of dress : 

Style of art/theatre/music : 

Typical food : 

Politics and law at the time : 

 

Purpose of the Character in the Script and Given Circumstance 

Main life goal (what drives this person to be who they are?): 

Character’s needs : 

Character’s activities before the scene : 

What the character might be doing if the scenes were never written:  

Character’s daily activities (a day in the life of the character): 

_____________________________________________________________________

_ 

 

BBC Character Guide and Method Acting Breakdown 
 
A really great character guide put together by the BBC, with some exercises you can do to get 
into character. 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zc8tgk7/revision/1 

 

The BBC also put together a great resource pack all about Konstantin Stanislavki and Method 
Acting which might be useful to you for future character work and how to really understand and 
empathize with a character. 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zc8tgk7/revision/1 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zc8tgk7/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zc8tgk7/revision/1

